COUNTRY triangle
www.black-forest-tours.de
DAY 1
DAY 2

DAY 3

Arrival to the country-triangle D-F-CH, check-in and dinner.
a.m.

On your first day in this region, you will get an overview of
the three bordering countries from top of the “ Tüllinger ”,
the mountain separating “ Rebland ” ( vineyard-country ) and
“ Wiesental ” ( valley of the Wiese ).
In addition, a guided tour to the “ Museum am Burghof ” in
Lörrach will introduce you to the historical and cultural
background of this unique region.

p.m.

After lunch, Colmar in Alsace is your next destination – during
a ride through the inner city with the “ Petit Train Touristique ”
you will see the most important places, before tasting “ Crêpes “,
a local dessert.
Visit of Riquewihr, charming village in the center of wine-producing
Alsace with medieval history. Stroll around and enjoy the
atmosphere in one of the typical “Winstub” ( wine-bar ).

a.m.

One of the most beautiful nature-reserves in Germany is your first
place to visit this morning: Taubergiessen near the Rhine – a boat-ride
through this romantic area is a MUST, that you will enjoy for sure.
After lunch, the open-air museum “ Vogtsbauernhöfe ” will make you
feel like some hundred years ago: different styles of typical houses in
Black Forest and lots of local custom and costumes to be seen there.
On your way back to the country-triangle, you will have a guided tour in
Freiburg and visit the famous “ Cathedrale of our Beloved Lady ”.

p.m.

DAY 4

a.m.

Through scenic “ Wiesental ”, you reach the highest mountain of
Black Forest, Feldberg: after an informative visit to the House of Nature,
you continue to picturesque lake Titisee. Your lunch today is served
in a restaurant placed in an original train. Afterwards you go on board of
one of the most famous trains in Germany: “ Sauschwänzlebahn ” ( pigtail-train )
with a spectacular route, that is only 25 km long, but has 5 tunnels, including
Germany’s one and only circle-tunnel.

DAY 5

a.m.

Visit of the Rhine Falls, largest falls in Europe, before heading to
the island of Mainau in Lake Constance for a guided tour and lunch.
This year “ Music Themes and Flower Dreams ” on this beautiful
island with its thousands of colours, shapes and scents is a real
sensual adventure of the romantic kind.
Hopping to Switzerland for a guided tour and leisure-time in Zürich.

p.m.
DAY 6

Departure after breakfast.

Package-price: starting from 355,00 €uro per person in a DBL-room, 3*-hotel, halfboard.
All mentioned services, local taxes and VAT included. Minimum-participation: 25 persons.

You will love our way we welcome your guests!

